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Chapterr 2 

Grammarss as Contracts 

Thiss chapter presents a general architecture for component-based develop-
mentt of language processing tools. It demonstrates how traversal compo-
nentss can be integrated with components for parsing, pretty-printing, and 
data-exchange.. Thus, the architecture of this chapter provides a context for 
thee generic traversal techniques to be presented in the upcoming chapters. 

Component-basedd development of language tools stands in need of meta-
tooll  support. This support can be offered by generation of code - libraries 
orr full-fledged components - from syntax definitions. We develop a com-
prehensivee architecture for such syntax-driven meta-tooling in which gram-
marss serve as contracts between components. This architecture addresses 
exchangee and processing both of full parse trees and of abstract syntax trees, 
andd it caters for the integration of generated parse and pretty-print compo-
nentss with tree processing components. 

Wee discuss an instantiation of the architecture for the syntax definition 
formalismm SDF, integrating both existing and newly developed meta-tools 
thatt support SDF. The ATerm format is adopted as exchange format. This 
instantiationn gives special attention to adaptability, scalability, reusability, 
andd maintainability issues surrounding language tool development. 

Thiss chapter is based on [JVOO]. 

2.11 Introduction 

AA need exists for meta-tools supporting component-based construction of lan-
guagee tools. Language-oriented software engineering areas such as development 
off  domain-specific languages (DSLs), language engineering, and automatic soft-
waree renovation (ASR) pose challenges to tool-developers with respect to adapt-
ability,, scalability, and maintainability of the tool development process. These 
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Figuree 2.1: Architecture for meta-tool support for component based language tool 
development.. Bold arrows are meta-tools. Grey ellipses are generated code. 

challengess call for methods and tools that facilitate reuse. One such method is 
component-basedd construction of language tools, and this method needs to be sup-
portedd by appropriate meta-tooling to be viable. 

Component-basedd construction of language tools can be supported by meta-
toolss that generate code - subroutine libraries or full-fledged components - from 
syntaxx definitions. Figure 2.1 shows a global architecture for such meta-tooling. 
Thee bold arrows depict meta-tools, and the grey ellipses depict generated code. 
Fromm a syntax definition, a parse component and a pretty-print component are 
generatedd that take input terms into trees and vice versa. From the same syntax 
definitionn a library is generated for each supported programming language, which 
iss imported by components that operate on these trees. One such component is 
depictedd at the bottom of the picture (more would clutter the picture). Several 
off  these components, possibly developed in different programming languages can 
interoperatee seamlessly, since the imported exchange code is generated from the 
samee syntax definition. 

Inn this chapter, we will refine the global architecture of Figure 2.1 into a com-
prehensivee architecture for syntax-driven meta-tooling. This architecture embod-
iess the idea that grammars can serve as contracts governing all exchange of syn-
taxx trees between components and that representation and exchange of these trees 
shouldd be supported by a common exchange format. An instantiation of this archi-
tecturee is available as part of the Transformation Tools package XT [JVV01]. The 
architecturee is also instantiated by the tool JJForester, which will be the subject of 
Chapterr 6. 

Thee chapter is structured as follows. In Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 we will 
developp several perspectives on the architecture. For each perspective we will 
makee an inventory of meta-languages and meta-tools and formulate requirements 
onn these languages and tools. We will discuss how we instantiated this architec-
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Figuree 2.2: Architecture for concrete syntax meta-tools. The concrete syntax defi-
nitionn serves as contract between components. Components that import generated 
libraryy code interoperate with each other and with generated parsers and pretty-
printerss by exchanging parse trees adhering to the contractual grammar. 

ture:: by adopting or developing specific languages and tools meeting these require-
ments.. In Section 2.5 we will combine the various perspectives thus developed into 
aa comprehensive architecture. Applications of the presented meta-tooling will be 
describedd in Section 2.6. Sections 2.7, and 2.8 contain a discussion of related work 
andd a summary of our contributions. 

2.22 Concrete syntax definition and meta-tooling 

Onee aspect of meta-tooling for component based language tool development con-
cernss the generation of code from concrete syntax definitions (grammars). Fig-
uree 2.2 shows the basic architecture of such tooling. Given a concrete syntax defi-
nition,, parse and pretty-print components are generated by a parser generator and 
aa pretty-printer generator, respectively. Furthermore, library code is generated, 
whichh is imported by tool components (Figure 2.2 shows no more than a single 
componentt to prevent clutter). These components use the generated library code 
too represent parse trees (i.e. concrete syntax trees), read, process, and write them. 
Thus,, the grammar serves as an interface description for these components, since 
itt describes the form of the trees that are exchanged. 

AA key feature of this approach is that meta-tools such as pretty-printer and 
parserr generators are assumed to operate on the same input grammar. The reason 
forr this is that having multiple grammars for these purposes introduces enormous 
maintenancee costs in application areas with large, rapidly changing grammars. A 
grammarr serving as interface definition enables smooth interoperation between 
parsee components, pretty-print components and tree processing components. In 
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fact,, we want grammars to serve as contracts governing all exchange of trees be-
tweenn components, and having several contracts specifying the same agreement is 
aa recipe for disagreement. 

Notee that our architecture deviates from existing meta-tools in the respect that 
wee assume full parse trees can be produced by parsers and consumed by pretty-
printers,, not just abstract syntax trees (ASTs). These parse trees contain not only 
semanticallyy relevant information, as do ASTs, but they additionally contain nodes 
representingg literals, layout, and comments. The reason for allowing such concrete 
syntaxx information in trees is that many applications, e.g. software renovation, 
requiree preservation of layout and comments during tree transformation. 

2.2.11 Concrete syntax definition 

Inn order to satisfy our adaptability, scalability and maintainability demands, the 
concretee syntax definition formalism must satisfy a number of criteria. The syn-
taxx definition formalism must have powerful support for modularity and reuse. It 
mustt be possible to extend languages without changing the grammar for the base 
language.. This is essential, because each change to a grammar on which tooling 
iss based potentially leads to a modification avalanche1. Also, the syntax definition 
languagee must be purely declarative. If not, its reusability for different purposes is 
compromised. . 

Inn our instantiation of the meta-tool architecture, the central role of con-
cretee syntax definition language is fulfilled by the Syntax Definition Formalism 
SDFF [HHKR89], Figure 2.3 shows an example of an SDF grammar. This exam-
plee definition contains lexical and context-free syntax definitions distributed over a 
numberr of modules. Note that the orientation of productions is flipped with respect 
too BNF notation. 

SDFF offers powerful modularization features. Notably, it allows modules to 
bee mutually dependent, and it allows alternatives of the same non-terminal to be 
spreadd across multiple modules. For instance, the syntax of a kernel language and 
thee syntaxes of its extensions can be defined in separate modules. Also, mutu-
allyy dependent non-terminals can be defined in separate modules. Renamings and 
parameterizedd modules further facilitate syntax reuse. 

SDFF is a highly expressive syntax definition formalism. Apart from symbol 
iterationn constructors, with or without separators, it provides notation for optional 
symbols,, sequences of symbols, optional symbols, and more. These notations for 
buildingg compound symbols can be arbitrarily nested. SDF is not limited to a 
subclasss of context-free grammars, such as LR or LL grammars. Since the full 
classs of context-free syntaxes, as opposed to any of its proper subclasses, is closed 
underr composition (combining two context-free grammars will always produce a 

11 The generic traversal techniques to be presented in the upcoming chapters alleviate the dependence 
off  tools on grammars, but generally do not quite eliminate it. 
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definition n 
modulee Exp 
exports s 

context-freee syntax 
Identifierr — Exp {cons(var)} 
Identifierr "(" {Exp ","} *  ")" -  Exp {cons(fcall)} 
"(""  Exp ")" — Exp {bracket} 

modulee Let 
exports s 

context-freee syntax 
lett Defs in Exp — Exp {cons(let)} 
Expp where Defs —> Exp {cons(where)} 

modulee Def 
exports s 

aliases s 
{(( Identifier "=" Exp ) ","} + -» Defs 

Figuree 2.3: An example SDF grammar. 

grammarr that is context-free as well), this absence of restrictions is essential to 
obtainn true modular syntax definition, and "as-is" syntax reuse. 

SDFF offers disambiguation constructs, such as associativity annotations and 
relativee production priorities, that are decoupled from constructs for syntax def-
initionn itself. As a result, disambiguation and syntax definition are not tangled 
inn grammars. This is beneficial for syntax definition reuse. Also, SDF grammars 
aree purely declarative, ensuring their reusability for other purposes besides parsing 
(e.g.. code generation, pretty-printing). 

SDFF offers the ability to control the shape of parse trees. The alias construct 
(seee module Def in Figure 2.3) allows auxiliary names for complex sorts to be in-
troducedd without affecting the shape of parse trees or abstract syntax trees. Aliases 
aree resolved by a normalization phase during parser generation, and they do not 
introducee auxiliary nodes. 

2.2.22 Concrete meta-tooling 

Parsingg SDF is supported by generalized LR parser generation [Rek92]. In con-
trastt to plain LR parsing, generalized LR parsing is able to deal with (local) am-
biguitiess and thereby removes any restrictions on the context-free grammars. A 
detailedd argument that explains how the properties of GLR parsing contribute to 
meetingg the scalability and maintainability demands of language-centered appli-
cationn areas can be found in [BSV98]. The meta-tooling used for parsing in our 
architecturee consist of a parse table generator pgen, and a generic parse com-
ponent,, called s g l r, which parses terms using these tables, and generates parse 

modulee Main 
importss Exp Let Def 
exports s 

sortss Exp 
lexicall  syntax 

[\^\t\n]]  -> LAYOUT 
context-freee restrictions 

LAYOUT?? -/- [\^\t\n] 
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treess [Vis97]. 

Parsee tree representation In our architecture instantiation, the parse trees pro-
ducedd from generated parsers are represented in the SDF parse tree format, called 
AsFixx [Vis97]. AsFix trees contain all information about the parsed term, includ-
ingg layout and comments. As a consequence, the exact input term can always be 
reconstructed,, and during tree processing layout and comments can be preserved. 
Thiss is essential in the application area of software renovation. 

Fulll  AsFix trees rapidly grow large and become inefficient to represent and 
exchange.. It is therefore of vital importance to have an efficient representation for 
AsFixx trees available. Moreover, component based software development requires 
aa uniform exchange format to share data (including parse trees) between compo-
nents.. The ATerm format is a term representation suitable as exchange format 
forr which an efficient representation exists. Therefore AsFix trees are encoded 
ass ATerms to obtain space efficient exchangeable parse trees ([BJKO00] reports 
compressionn rates of over 90 percent). In Section 2.3.2 we will discuss tree repre-
sentationn using ATerms in more detail. 

Pretty-printingg We use GPP, a generic pretty-printing toolset that has been de-
finedd in [JonOO]. This set of meta-tools provides the generation of customizable 
pretty-printerss for arbitrary languages defined in SDF. The layout of a language is 
expressedd in terms of pretty-print rules which are defined in an ordered sequence 
off  pretty-print tables. The ordering of tables allows customization by overruling 
existingg formatting rules. 

GPPP contains a formatter which operates on AsFix parse trees and supports 
commentt and layout preservation. An additional formatter which operates on 
ASTss is also part of GPP. 

Sincee GPP is an open system which can be extended and adapted easily, support 
forr new output formats (in addition to plain text, I5TpX, and HTML which are 
supportedd by default) and language specific formatters can be incorporated with 
littl ee effort. 

2.33 Abstract syntax definition and meta-tooling 

AA second aspect of meta-tooling for component based language tool development 
concernss the generation of code from abstract syntax definitions. Figure 2.4 shows 
thee architecture of such tooling. Given an abstract syntax definition, library code 
iss generated, which is used to represent and manipulate ASTs. The abstract syntax 
definitionn language serves as an interface description language for AST compo-
nents.. In other words, abstract syntax definitions serve as tree type definitions 
(analogouss to XML's document type definitions). 
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Abstract t 
Syntax x 

Definition n 

// \ f C Library ) \ / \ 

ASTT \ V. Component /̂ / AST 

Figuree 2.4: Architecture for abstract syntax meta-tools. The abstract syntax def-
inition,, prescribing tree structure, serves as a contract between tree processing 
components. . 

2.3.11 Abstract syntax definition 

Forr the specification of abstract syntax we have defined a subset of SDF, which 
wee call AbstractSDF. AbstractSDF was obtained from SDF simply by omitting 
alll  constructs specific to the definition of concrete syntax. Thus, AbstractSDF 
allowss only productions specifying prefix syntax, and it contains no disambigua-
tionn constructs or constructs for specifying lexical syntax. AbstractSDF inherits 
thee powerful modularity features of SDF, as well as the high expressiveness con-
cerningg arbitrarily nested compound sorts. Figure 2.5 shows an example of an 
AbstractSDFF definition. 

Thee need to define separate concrete syntax and abstract syntax definitions 
wouldd cause a maintenance problem. Therefore, the concrete syntax definition can 
bee annotated with abstract syntax directives from which an AbstractSDF definition 
cann be generated (see Section 2.3.3 below). These abstract syntax directives con-
sistt of optional constructor annotations for context-free productions (the "cons" 
attributess in Figure 2.3) which specify the names of the corresponding abstract 
syntaxx productions. 

2.3.22 Abstract syntax tree representation 

Inn order to meet our scalability demands, we will require a tree representation 
formatt that provides the possibility of efficient storage and exchange. However, we 
doo not want a tree format that has an efficient binary instantiation only, since this 
makess all tooling necessarily dependent on routines for binary encoding. Having 
aa human readable instantiation keeps the system open to the accommodation of 
componentss for which such routines are not (yet) available. Finally, we want the 
typingg of trees to be optional, in order not to preempt integration with typeless 
genericc components. For instance, a generic tree viewer should be able to read the 
intermediatee trees without explicit knowledge of their types. 

ASTss are therefore represented in the ATerm format, which is a generic format 
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definitionn module Def 
modulee Exp exports 
exportss aliases 

syntaxx ( Identifier Exp )+ — Defs 

modulee Main "var""  ( Identifier ) —> Exp 
"fcall""  ( Identifier, Exp*  ) —>  Exp . . r , ~ r 

vv v ' v imports Exp Let Def 
modulee Let 
exports s 

syntax x 
"let""  ( Defs, Exp ) — Exp 
"where""  ( Exp, Defs ) —» Exp 

Figuree 2.5: Generated AbstractSDF definition. 

forr representing annotated trees. In [BJKO00] a 2-level API is defined for ATerms. 
Thiss API hides a space efficient binary representation of ATerms (BAF) behind 
interfacee functions for building, traversing and inspecting ATerms. The binary 
representationn format is based on maximal subtree sharing. Apart from the binary 
representation,, a plain, human-readable representation is available. 

AbstractSDFF definitions can be used as type definitions for ATerms by lan-
guagee tool components. In particular, the AbstractSDF definition of the parse tree 
formalismm AsFix serves as a type definition for parse trees (See Section 2.2). The 
AbstractSDFF definition of Figure 2.5 defines the type of ASTs representing expres-
sions.. Thus, the ATerm format provides a generic (type-less) tree format, on which 
AbstractSDFF provides a typed view. 

2.3.33 Abstract from concrete syntax 

Thee connection between the abstract syntax meta-tooling and the concrete syntax 
meta-toolingg can be provided by three meta-tools, which are depicted in Figure 2.6. 
Centrall  in this picture is a meta-tool that derives an abstract syntax definition from 
aa concrete syntax definition. The two accompanying meta-tools generate tools for 
convertingg full parse trees into ASTs and vice versa. Evidently, these ASTs should 
correspondd to the abstract syntax definition which has been generated from the 
concretee syntax definition to which the parse trees correspond. 

Ann abstract syntax definition is obtained from a grammar in two steps. Firstly, 
concretee syntax productions are optionally annotated with prefix constructor names. 
Too derive these constructor names automatically, the meta-tool s df c o ns has been 
implemented.. This tool basically collects keywords and non-terminal names from 
productionss and applies some heuristics to synthesize nice names from these. Non-
uniquee constructors are made unique by adding primes or qualifying with non-
terminall  names. By manually supplying some seed constructor names, users can 
steerr the operation of s df cons, which is useful for languages which sparsely 
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11 t 
ASTT \ / AST 

Figuree 2.6: Architecture for meta-tools linking abstract to concrete syntax. The 
abstractt syntax definition is now generated from the concrete syntax definition. 

containn keywords. 
Secondly,, the annotated grammar is fed into the meta-tool sdf 2asdf, yield-

ingg an AbstractSDF definition. For instance, the AbstractSDF definition in Fig-
uree 2.5 was obtained from the SDF definition in Figure 2.3. This transformation 
basicallyy throws out literals, and replaces mixfix productions by prefix produc-
tions,, using the associated constructor name. 

Togetherr with the abstract syntax definition, the converters p a r s e t r e e 2 a st 
andd a s t 2 p a r s e t r ee which translate between parse trees and ASTs are gener-
ated.. Note that the first converter removes layout and comment information, while 
thee second inserts empty layout and comments. 

Notee that the high expressiveness of SDF and AbstractSDF, and their close 
correspondencee are key factors for the feasibility of generating abstract from 
concretee syntax. In fact, SDF was originally designed with such generation in 
mindd [HHKR89]. Standard, Yacc-like concrete syntax definition languages are 
nott satisfactory in this respect. Since their expressiveness is low, and LR restric-
tionss require non-natural language descriptions, generating abstract syntax from 
thesee languages would result in awkwardly structured ASTs, which burden the 
componentt programmers. 

2.44 Generating library code 

Inn this section we will discuss the generation of library code (see Figures 2.2 
andd 2.4). Our language tool development architecture contains code generators 
forr several languages and consequently allows components to be developed in dif-
ferentt languages. Since ATerms are used as uniform exchange format, components 
implementedd in different programming languages can be connected to each other. 
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2.4.11 Targeting C 
Forr the programming language C an efficient ATerm implementation exists as a 
separatee library. This implementation consists of an API which hides the efficient 
binaryy representation of ATerms based on maximal sharing and provides functions 
too access, manipulate, traverse, and exchange ATerms. 

Thee availability of the ATerm library allows generic language components to 
bee implemented in C which can perform low-level operations on arbitrary parse 
treess as well as on abstract syntax trees. 

AA more high-level access to parse trees is provided by the code generator 
asdff  2 c which, when passed an abstract syntax definition, produces a library of 
matchh and build functions.2 These functions allow easy manipulation of parse 
treess without having to know the exact structure of parse trees. These high-level 
functionss are type-preserving with respect to the AbstractsDF definition. 

2.4.22 Targeting Java 

Inn Chapters 5 and 6 the tool support for targeting Java will be discussed in detail. 
Forr the Java programming language, as for C, an implementation of the ATerm API 
existss which allows Java programs to operate on parse trees and abstract syntax 
trees.. The code generator JJForester has been developed to provide high level ac-
cesss and traversals of trees similar to the other supported programming languages. 
Here,, syntax trees are represented as object trees, and tree traversals are supported 
byy instantiation of the visitor combinator framework JJTraveler. 

2.4.33 Targeting Stratego 

Ourr initial interest was to apply our meta-tooling to programm transformation prob-
lems,, such as automatic software renovation. For this reason we selected the 
transformationall  programming language Stratego [Vis99] as the first target of code 
generation.. Stratego offers powerful tree traversal primitives, as well as advanced 
featuress such as separation of pattern-matching and scope, which allows pattern-
matchingg at arbitrary tree depths. Furthermore, Stratego has built-in support for 
readingg and writing ATerms. Stratego also offers a notion of pseudo-constructors, 
calledd overlays, that can be used to operate on full parse trees using a simple AST 
interface. . 

Twoo meta-tools support the generation of Stratego libraries from syntax de-
scriptions.. The library for AST processing is generated by asdf 2 s t r a t e go 
fromm an Abstracts DF definition. The library for combined parse tree and AST 
processingg is generated by s d f 2 s t r a t e go from an SDF grammar. The latter 
libraryy subsumes the former3. 

2Thee asdf 2c has been subsumed by ApiGen [JO02]. 
3Codee generation for Stratego has further been elaborated and applied in [Wes02]. 
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Thee Stratego code generation allows programming on parse trees as if they 
weree ASTs. Underneath such AST-style manipulations, parse trees are processed 
inn which hidden layout and literal information is preserved during transformation. 
Thiss style of programming can be mixed freely with programming directly on 
parsee trees. Since Stratego has native ATerm support, there is no need for generat-
ingg library code for reading and writing trees. 

2.4.44 Targeting Haskell 

Inn Chapters 3 and 4, the support for targeting Haskell as available in Tabaluga 
andd Strafunski will be discussed. Code generated in this case is of various kinds. 
Firstly,, the meta-tool sdf 2 h a s k e ll generates datatypes to represent parse trees 
andd ASTs. These datatypes are quite similar to the signatures generated for Strat-
ego.. Secondly, an extended version of the DrIFT code generator can be used to 
generatee exchange and traversal code from these datatypes. The generated ex-
changee code allows reading ATerm representations into the generated Haskell da-
tatypess and writing them to ATerms. The generated traversal code allows composi-
tionn of analyses and traversals from either updatable fold combinators or functional 
strategyy combinators. We developed the Haskell ATerm Library to support input 
andd output of ATerms from Haskell types. 

Notee that not only general purpose programming languages of various paradigms 
cann be fitted into our architecture, but also more specialized, possibly very high-
levell  languages. An attribute grammar system, for instance, would be a convenient 
tooll  to program certain tree transformation components. 

2.55 A comprehensive architecture 

Combiningg the partial architectures of the foregoing subsections leads to the com-
pletee architecture in Figure 2.7. This figure can be viewed as a refinement of our 
firstfirst general architecture in Figure 2.1, which does not differentiate between con-
cretee and abstract syntax, or between parse trees and ASTs. 

Thee refined picture shows that all generated code (libraries and components), 
andd the abstract syntax definition stem from the same source: the grammar. Thus, 
thiss grammar serves as the single contract that governs the structure of all trees 
thatt are exchanged. In other words, all component interfaces are defined in a sin-
glee location: the grammar. (When several languages are involved, there are of 
coursee equally many grammars.) This single contract approach eliminates many 
maintenancee headaches during component-based development. Of course, care-
full  grammar version management is needed when maintenance due to language 
changess is not carried out for all components at once. 
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Input t 
Term m 

Concrete e 
Syntax x 

Definition n 
Output t 
Term Term 

Figuree 2.7: Complete meta-tooling architecture. The grammar serves as the con-
tractt governing all tree exchange. 

2.5.11 Grammar version management 

Anyy change to a grammar, no matter how small, potentially breaks all tools that 
dependd on it. Thus, sharing grammars between tools or between tool components, 
whichh is a crucial feature of our architecture, is potentially at odds with grammar 
change.change. To pacify grammar change and grammar sharing, grammar management 
iss needed. 

Too facilitate grammar version management, we established a Grammar Base, 
inn which grammars are stored. Furthermore, we subjected the stored grammars to 
simplee schemes of grammar version numbers and grammar maturity levels. 

Too allow tool builders to unequivocally identify the grammars they are building 
theirr tool on, each grammar in the Grammar Base is given a name and a version 
number.. To give tool builders an indication of the maturity of the grammars they 
aree using to build their tools upon, all grammars in the Grammar Base are labeled 
withh a maturity level. We distinguish the following levels: 
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volatilee The grammar is still under development. 
stablee The grammar will only be subject to minor changes due to bug fixing. 

immutablee The grammar will never change. 

Normally,, a grammar will begin its life cycle at maturity level volatile. To build 
extensivee tooling on such a grammar is unwise, since grammar changes are to be 
expectedd that will break this tooling. Once confidence in the correctness of the 
grammarr has grown, usually through a combination of testing, bench-marking, 
andd code inspection, it becomes eligible for maturity level stable. At this point, 
onlyy very local changes are still allowed on the grammar, usually to fix minor 
bugs.. Tool-builders can safely rely on stable grammars without risking that their 
toolss will break due to grammar changes. Only a few grammars will make it to 
levell  immutable. This happens for instance when a grammar is published, and thus 
becomess a fixed point of reference. If the need for changes arises in grammars that 
aree stable or immutable, a new grammar (possibly the same grammar with a new 
versionn number) will be initiated instead of changing the grammar itself. 

2.5.22 Connecting components 

Thee connectivity to different programming languages allows components to be 
developedd in the programming language of choice. The use of ATerms for the 
representationn of data allows easy and efficient exchange of data between different 
componentss and it enables the composition of new and existing components to 
formm advanced language tools. 

Exchangee between components and the composition of components is sup-
portedd in several ways. First, components can be combined using standard script-
ingg techniques and data can be exchanged by means of files. Secondly, the uniform 
dataa representation allows for a sequential composition of components in which 
Unixx pipes are used to exchange data from one component to another. Finally, the 
ToolBuss [BK96] architecture can be used to connect components and define the 
communicationn between them. This architecture resembles a hardware commu-
nicationn bus to which individual components can be connected. Communication 
betweenn components only takes place over the bus and is formalized in terms of 
Processs Algebra [BW90]. 

2.66 Applications 

Extensivee experience is available about actually applying the meta-tooling pre-
sentedd in the previous sections. We will present a selection of such experiences. 

Too start with, the meta-tooling has been applied for its own development, and 
forr the development of some other meta-tools that it is bundled with in the Trans-
formationn Tools package XT. These bootstrap flavored applications include the 
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generationn of an abstract syntax definition for the parse tree format AsFix from 
thee grammar of SDF. From this abstract syntax definition, a modular Stratego 
libraryy for transforming AsFix trees was generated and used for the implementa-
tionn of some AsFix normalization components. Also, the tools sdf 2 s t r a t e g o, 
sdff  cons, asdf 2 s t r a t e g o, sdf 2asdf, and many more meta-tools were im-
plementedd by parsing, AST processing in one or more components, and pretty-
printing. . 

Apartt from SDF and AbstractSDF, the domain specific languages BOX (for 
genericc formatting), and BENCH (for generating benchmark reports), have been 
implementedd with syntax-driven meta-tooling. In the BOX implementation, a gram-
marr for pretty-print tables was built by reusing the SDF grammar and the BOX 
grammar.. New BOX components were implemented in Stratego and connected to 
existingg BOX components programmed in other languages. 

Thee generated transformation frameworks for Haskell have been applied to 
softwaree renovation problems. In [KLV00] , a Cobol renovation application is re-
ported.. It involves parsing according to a Cobol grammar, applying a number of 
functionn transformers to solve a data expansion problem, and unparsing the trans-
formedd parse trees. The functional transformers have been constructed by refining 
aa transformation framework generated from the Cobol grammar. 

Thee Stratego meta-tools have been elaborated and applied in the CobolX 
projectt [Wes02]. Transformations implemented in this project include goto-
elimination,, and data field expansion with preservation of layout and comments. 

Inn the upcoming chapters, further applications will be described. Chapter 4 
describess the implementation of Java refactoring. Chapter 5 describes analysis 
off  GraphXML, where the roots and sinks are extracted from a graph document. 
Chapterr 6 contains a case study in which communication graphs are generated 
fromm Toolbus scripts. Chapter 7 describes procedure reconstruction for Cobol for 
programm understanding purposes. 

2.77 Related work 

Syntax-drivenn meta-tools for language tool development are ubiquitous, but rarely 
doo they address a combination of features such as those addressed in this chapter. 
Wee will briefly discuss a selection of approaches some of which attain a degree of 
integrationn of various features. 

 Parser generators such as Yacc [Joh75] and JavaCC are meta-tools that gen-
eratee parsers from syntax definitions. Compared with SDF with its support-
ingg tools pgen and sg l r, they offer poor support for modular syntax defi-
nition,, their input languages are not sufficiently declarative to be reusable for 
thee generation of other components than parsers, and they do not generally 
targett more than a single programming language. 
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 The language SYN [Bou96] combines notations for specifying parsers, pretty-
printerss and abstract syntax in a single language. However, the underlying 
parserr generator is limited to LALR( 1), in order to have both parse trees and 
ASTs,, users need to construct two grammars, and code the mapping be-
tweenn trees by hand. Moreover, the expressiveness of the language is much 
smallerr than the expressiveness of SDF, and the language is not modular. 
Consequently,, SYN and its underlying system can not meet our adaptability, 
scalabilityy and maintainability requirements. 

 Wile [Wil97] describes derivation of abstract syntax from concrete syntax. 
Likee us he uses a syntax description formalism more expressive than Yacc's 
BNFF notation in order to avoid warped ASTs. Additionally, he provides 
aa procedure for transforming a Yacc-style grammar into a more "tasteful" 
grammar.. His BNF extension allows annotations that steer the mapping 
withh the same effect as SDF'S aliases. He does not discuss automatic name 
synthesis. . 

 AsdlGen [WAKS97] provides the most comprehensive approach we are 
awaree of to syntax-driven support of component-based language tools. It 
generatess library code for various programming languages from abstract 
syntaxx definitions. It offers ASDL as abstract syntax definition formalism, 
andd pickles as space-efficient exchange format. It offers no support for deal-
ingg with concrete syntax and full parse trees. 

AsdlGenn targets more languages than our architecture instantiation does at 
thee moment. The choice of target languages, including C and Java, has pre-
sumablyy motivated some restrictions on the expressiveness of ASDL. ASDL 

lackss certain modularity features, compared to AbstractsDF: no mutually 
dependentt modules, and all alternatives for a non-terminal must be grouped 
together.. Furthermore, ASDL is much less expressive. It does not allow nest-
ingg of complex symbols, it has a very limited range of symbol constructors, 
andd it does not provide module renamings or parameterized modules. 

Unlikee ATerms, the exchange format that comes with ASDL is always typed, 
thuss obstructing integration with typeless generic components. In fact, the 
compressionn scheme of ASDL relies on the typedness of the trees. The rate 
off  compression is significantly smaller than for ATerms [BJKO00]. Further-
more,, pickles have a binary form only. 

 The DTD notation of XML [BPSM98] is an alternative formalism in which 
abstractt syntax can be defined. Tools such as HaXML [WR99] generate 
codee from DTDs. HaXML offers support both for type-based and for generic 
transformationss on XML documents, using Haskell as programming lan-
guage.. Other languages are not targeted. Concrete syntax support is not 
integrated. . 
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XMLL is originally intended as mark-up language, not to represent abstract 
syntax.. As a result, the language contains a number of inappropriate con-
structs,, and some awkward irregularities from an abstract syntax point of 
view.. XML also has some desirable features, currently not offered by Ab-
stractSDF,, such as annotations, and inclusion of DTDs (abstract syntax def-
initions)) in documents (abstract terms). 

 Many elements of our instantiation of the architecture for syntax-driven 
component-basedd language tool development were originally developed in 
thee context of the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [BHK89, HHKR89, DHK96, 
BDH+01].. This is an integrated language development environment which 
offerss SDF as syntax definition formalism and the term rewriting language 
ASFF as programming language. Programming takes place directly on con-
cretee syntax, thus hiding parse trees from the programmers view. Program-
ming,, debugging, parsing, rewriting and pretty-printing functionality are 
alll  offered via a single interactive user interface. Meta-tooling has been 
developedd to generate ASF-modules for term traversal from SDF defini-
tionss [BSV97]. 

Thee ASF+SDF Meta-Environment is an interactive environment for compo-
nent-basedd development of language tools. It offers a single programming 
languagee (ASF), and programming on abstract syntax is not supported. 

Too provide support for component-based tool development, we have adopted 
thee SDF, AsFix, and ATerm formats from the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment 
ass well as the parse table generator for SDF, the parser s g l r, and the ATerm 
library.. To these we have added the meta-tooling required to complete the 
instantiationn of the architecture of Figure 2.7.. In future, some of these meta-
toolss might be integrated into the Meta-Environment. 

2.88 Contributions 

Wee have presented a comprehensive architecture for syntax-driven meta-tooling 
thatt supports component based language tool development. This architecture em-
bodiess the vision that grammars can serve as contracts between components under 
thee condition that the syntax definition formalism is sufficiently expressive and 
thee meta-tools supporting this formalism are sufficiently powerful. We have pre-
sentedd our instantiation of such an architecture based on the syntax formalism 
SDF.. SDF and the tools supporting it have agreeable properties with respect to 
modularity,, expressiveness, and efficiency, which allow them to meet scalability 
andd maintainability demands of application areas such as software renovation and 
domain-specificc language implementation. We have shown how abstract syntax 
definitionss can be obtained from grammars. We discussed the meta-tooling which 
generatess library code for a variety of programming languages from concrete and 
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abstractt syntax definitions. Components that are constructed with these libraries 
cann interoperate by exchanging ATerms that represent trees. 
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